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Abstract

Self-supervised learning (SSL) has made remarkable
progress in visual representation learning. Some studies
combine SSL with knowledge distillation (SSL-KD) to boost
the representation learning performance of small models. In
this study, we propose a Multi-mode Online Knowledge Dis-
tillation method (MOKD) to boost self-supervised visual rep-
resentation learning. Different from existing SSL-KD meth-
ods that transfer knowledge from a static pre-trained teacher
to a student, in MOKD, two different models learn collab-
oratively in a self-supervised manner. Specifically, MOKD
consists of two distillation modes: self-distillation and cross-
distillation modes. Among them, self-distillation performs
self-supervised learning for each model independently, while
cross-distillation realizes knowledge interaction between dif-
ferent models. In cross-distillation, a cross-attention feature
search strategy is proposed to enhance the semantic feature
alignment between different models. As a result, the two
models can absorb knowledge from each other to boost their
representation learning performance. Extensive experimen-
tal results on different backbones and datasets demonstrate
that two heterogeneous models can benefit from MOKD and
outperform their independently trained baseline. In addition,
MOKD also outperforms existing SSL-KD methods for both
the student and teacher models.

1. Introduction

Due to the promising performance of unsupervised visual
representation learning in many computer vision tasks, self-
supervised learning (SSL) has attracted widespread attention
from the computer vision community. SSL aims to learn
general representations that can be transferred to downstream
tasks by utilizing massive unlabeled data.

Among various SSL methods, contrastive learning [8, 21]
has shown significant progress in closing the performance
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Figure 1. Overview of the proposed Multi-mode Online Knowledge
Distillation (MOKD). In MOKD, two different models are trained
collaboratively through two types of knowledge distillation modes,
i.e., a self-distillation mode and a cross-distillation mode. EMA
denotes exponential-moving-average.

gap with supervised methods in recent years. It aims at max-
imizing the similarity between views from the same instance
(positive pairs) while minimizing the similarity among views
from different instances (negative pairs). MoCo [10, 21] and
SimCLR [8, 9] use both positive and negative pairs for con-
trast. They significantly improve the performance compared
to previous methods [45, 51]. After that, many methods are
proposed to solve the limitations in contrastive learning, such
as the false negative problem [14, 20, 29, 32, 43], the limi-
tation of large batch size [31, 54], and the problem of hard
augmented samples [27, 49]. At the same time, other stud-
ies [2,4,5,11,17,18,55] abandon the negative samples during
contrastive learning. With relatively large models, such as
ResNet50 [23] or larger, these methods achieve comparable
performance on different tasks than their supervised coun-
terparts. However, as revealed in previous studies [15, 16],
they do not perform well on small models [26, 42] and have
a large gap from their supervised counterparts.

To address this challenge in contrastive learning, some
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studies [1, 9, 15, 16, 37, 44, 58] propose to combine knowl-
edge distillation [24] with contrastive learning (SSL-KD) to
improve the performance of small models. These methods
first train a larger model in a self-supervised manner and
then distill the knowledge of the trained teacher model to a
smaller student model. There is a limitation in these SSL-
KD methods, i.e., knowledge is distilled to the student model
from the static teacher model in a unidirectional way. The
teacher model cannot absorb knowledge from the student
model to boost its performance.

In this study, we propose a Multi-mode Online Knowl-
edge Distillation method (MOKD), as illustrated in Fig. 1, to
boost the representation learning performance of two models
simultaneously. Different from existing SSL-KD methods
that transfer knowledge from a static pre-trained teacher to
a student, in MOKD, two different models learn collabora-
tively in a self-supervised manner. Specifically, MOKD con-
sists of a self-distillation mode and a cross-distillation mode.
Among them, self-distillation performs self-supervised learn-
ing for each model independently, while cross-distillation
realizes knowledge interaction between different models.
In addition, a cross-attention feature search strategy is pro-
posed in cross-distillation to enhance the semantic feature
alignment between different models. Extensive experimental
results on different backbones and datasets demonstrate that
model pairs can both benefit from MOKD and outperform
their independently trained baseline. For example, when
trained with ResNet [23] and ViT [13], two models can ab-
sorb knowledge from each other, and representations of the
two models show the characteristics of each other. In addi-
tion, MOKD also outperforms existing SSL-KD methods for
both the student and teacher models.

The contributions of this study are threefold:

• We propose a novel self-supervised online knowledge
distillation method, i.e., MOKD.

• MOKD can boost the performance of two models simul-
taneously, achieving state-of-the-art contrastive learn-
ing performance on different models.

• MOKD achieves state-of-the-art SSL-KD performance.

2. Related Works
2.1. Knowledge Distillation

Knowledge distillation [24] aims to distill knowledge
from a larger teacher model to a smaller student model to
improve the performance of the student model. Many stud-
ies have been proposed in recent years, which can be di-
vided into three groups, i.e., logits-based, feature-based, and
relation-based, according to the knowledge types.

Logits-based [24, 36] knowledge distillation utilizes the
logits of the teacher model as the knowledge. In the vanilla

knowledge distillation [24], the student model mimics the
logits of the teacher model by minimizing the KL-divergence
of the class distribution. Feature-based methods [7, 39, 40]
utilize the output of intermediate layers, i.e., feature maps, as
the knowledge to supervise the training of the student model.
Relation-based knowledge distillation [38, 59] distills the
relation between samples rather than a single instance.

These methods mentioned above perform offline distilla-
tion. Some studies [6,19,56,57,60] are developed to perform
online distillation, i.e., the teacher and the student model
are trained simultaneously. Deep mutual learning [57] is
first proposed to train multiple models collaboratively. After
that, studies are proposed to improve deep mutual learning
regarding generalization ability [6, 19] and computation effi-
ciency [60]. All these methods are trained in a supervised
manner.

2.2. Self-Supervised Knowledge Distillation

Due to significant improvement for small models, knowl-
edge distillation is introduced to self-supervised learning
to improve the performance of small models. CRD [44]
combines a contrastive loss with knowledge distillation
to transfer the structural knowledge of the teacher model.
SimCLR-v2 [9] proposes to train a larger model via self-
supervised learning first and uses the supervised finetuned
large model to distill a smaller model via self-supervised
learning. SSKD [52] combines self-supervised learning
with supervised learning to transfer richer knowledge. Com-
press [1] and SEED [15] transfer the knowledge of probabil-
ity distribution in a self-supervised manner by utilizing the
memory bank in MoCo [21]. SimReg [37] directly conducts
feature distillation by minimizing the squared Euclidean dis-
tance between the features of the teacher and student. While
ReKD [58] transfers the relation knowledge to the student.
DisCo [16] proposes to transfer the final embeddings of a
self-supervised pre-trained teacher. There is a limitation
in these SSL-KD methods, i.e., knowledge is distilled to a
student model from a static teacher model in a unidirectional
way. The teacher model cannot absorb knowledge from the
student model. Recently, DoGo [3] and MCL [53] combined
MoCo [21] with mutual learning [57] for online SSL-KD.
However, they either lack a direct comparison with SSL-
KD methods on mainstream backbones and tasks or can’t
guarantee the performance of larger models.

3. Methods

In this section, we first introduce the overall architecture
of MOKD in Sec. 3.1. Then, the two distillation modes
of MOKD, i.e., self-distillation and cross-distillation, are
introduced in Sec. 3.2 and Sec. 3.3, respectively. Finally, the
training procedure and implementation details are introduced
in Sec. 3.4.
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Figure 2. The overall architecture of MOKD. In MOKD, two
different models (model1 and model2) are trained collaboratively
in a self-supervised manner. There are two types of knowledge
distillation modes: self-distillation and cross-distillation modes.
And the distillation procedure is performed in two feature spaces
projected by two types of projection heads, i.e., (a) MLP-Head and
(b) T-Head. “sg" denotes the stop-gradient operation.

3.1. Overall Architecture

The overall architecture of MOKD is shown in Fig. 2.
In MOKD, two different models f i (i = 1, 2) are trained
collaboratively in a self-supervised manner. There are two
knowledge distillation modes: self-distillation and cross-
distillation modes. In each model, a multi-layer-perceptron
head (MLP-Head) (Fig. 2(a)) and a Transformer head (T-
Head) (Fig. 2(b)) are employed to project the feature rep-
resentations Z produced by the encoders to the output em-
beddings m and t for self-distillation and cross-distillation.
Here, the T-Head, which consists of several Transformer
blocks, is designed to enhance the semantic alignment be-
tween the two models. Self-distillation, which is conducted
between each model f i (as a student) and its EMA version
model f ′

i (as a teacher), performs self-supervised learning
for each model independently. The self-distillation losses are
Lsmi and Lsti for the MLP-Head and T-Head, respectively,
which will be introduced in Sec. 3.2. While cross-distillation,

which is conducted between the two models, is employed
for knowledge interaction between the two models. In cross-
distillation, by utilizing the self-attention mechanism of the
T-Head, we design a cross-attention feature search strategy
to enhance semantic alignment between different models.
The cross-distillation losses are Lcmi and Lcti for the MLP-
Head and T-Head, respectively, which will be introduced in
Sec. 3.3. Here, the subscript s and c stand for self-distillation
and cross-distillation, respectively. And the subscript m and
t stand for MLP-Head and T-Head, respectively.

3.2. Self-Distillation

Self-distillation performs the contrastive learning task
for each model independently. In this study, we design
self-distillation based on the contrastive learning method
DINO [5]. Specifically, take the model1 as an example.
Given two augmentations (xa and xb) of an input image
x, the backbone encoder f1 and its EMA version (the mo-
mentum encoder f ′

1) encode them into the representations:
Za1 = f1(xa), Z ′

b1 = f ′
1(xb). The representations are the

feature maps (for convolution neural networks (CNN) [23])
or tokens (for vision transformers [13]) before global aver-
age pooling. Then, the representations are globally-average-
pooled and fed into the corresponding MLP-Head to obtain
the final embeddings ma1 and m′

b1. ma1, m′
b1 ∈ RK , K

is the output dimension. The embeddings are normalized
with a softmax function:

mi
a1 =

exp
(
mi

a1

/
τ
)∑K

k=1 exp
(
mk

a1

/
τ
) (1)

where τ > 0 is a temperature parameter that controls the
sharpness of the output distribution. Note that m′

b1 is also
normalized with a similar softmax function with temperature
τ ′. xa and xb are fed to the momentum encoder and encoder
symmetrically and m′

a1 and mb1 are obtained respectively.
Following DINO [5], the cross-entropy loss is employed as
the contrastive loss. This task is a dynamic self-distillation
procedure where student (encoder) and teacher (momentum
encoder) have the same architecture. Similar self-distillation
loss can be calculated for the model2, as follows:{

Lsm1 = − 1
2 (m

′
b1 log (ma1) +m′

a1 log (mb1))
Lsm2 = − 1

2 (m
′
b2 log (ma2) +m′

a2 log (mb2))
(2)

Following DINO [5], we also employ the same whitening
strategy to avoid model collapse and multi-crop [4] to enrich
augmentations.

As shown in Fig. 2(b), self-distillation is also conducted
on the output embeddings t of T-Head to stabilize the train-
ing of T-Head. A detailed explanation will be introduced
in Sec. 3.3. Specifically, the representations Z are fed into
the corresponding T-Head to obtain the final embeddings t.
t ∈ RK , K is the output dimension. After the same softmax
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Figure 3. Cross-attention feature search in T-Head. ⊕ denotes the
concat operation.

operation in Eq. (1), the self-distillation loss of T-Head is
calculated:{

Lst1 = − 1
2 (t

′
b1 log (ta1) + t′a1 log (tb1))

Lst2 = − 1
2 (t

′
b2 log (ta2) + t′a2 log (tb2))

(3)

The self-distillation loss for each model is the sum of the
self-distillation losses of MLP-Head and T-Head:{

Lself1 = Lsm1 + Lst1

Lself2 = Lsm2 + Lst2
(4)

3.3. Cross-Distillation

Cross-distillation realizes the interactive learning between
two models. We design two interactive learning objectives,
i.e., cross-distillation using MLP-Head embedding and cross-
distillation using T-Head embedding, to realize the knowl-
edge transfer between two models.

For MLP-Head embedding, it contains rich knowledge of
each model. Thus, cross-distillation is conducted between
two models to interact knowledge. Specifically, model1
learns knowledge from the momentum version of model2
and vice versa. The cross-distillation can be calculated as
follows:{

Lcm1=− 1
2 (m

′
b2 log (ma1)+m′

a2 log (mb1))
Lcm2=− 1

2 (m
′
b1 log (ma2)+m′

a1 log (mb2))
(5)

Cross-distillation is conducted between different views and
different models (online and another momentum model),
which has two advantages. First, cross-distillation between
different views can relax the constraint for the same view
and is helpful for avoiding the homogenization of two mod-
els. Second, cross-distillation between an online model and
another momentum model, rather than two online models,
provides more stable training since the momentum model is
more stable.

During cross-distillation, the knowledge transfer of
semantics-relevant features from different views should be
enhanced while irrelevant features should be suppressed.
To this end, the cross-attention feature search is proposed
to search semantics-relevant features from each other for
knowledge transfer adaptively. As shown in Fig. 3, the T-
Head is designed to apply the self-attention mechanism in
Transformer [47] to realize the feature search.

Take the cross-attention feature search between model1
and momentum model2 as an example. We aim to search
semantics-relevant features between the feature Za1 (Za1∈
RN1×C1 , N1 denotes the number of local features, which
is the product of width and height of feature map for CNN
and token number for vision transformer, and C1 denotes
the dimension of local features) of encoder1 and the feature
Z ′

b2 (Z ′
b2∈RN2×C2 , N2 and C2 denote similar information

for encoder2) of momentum encoder2. A global average
pooling and a 1×1 convolution operation are conducted on
Za1 to obtain its global feature and unify its dimension with
Z ′

b2. Then, the obtained za1 (za1 ∈ RC2) is concatenated
with Z ′

b2 and fed to T-Head:[
ẑa1, Ẑ

′
b2

]
= f ′

t2

([
za1,Z

′
b2

])
(6)

where f ′
t2 (·) denotes the function of the transformer blocks

in T-Head of momentum model2, and [·, ·] refers to the con-
catenation operation. Through the self-attention mechanism
in T-Head, the obtained feature Ẑ

′
b2 enhances the seman-

tics consistent component while suppressing the irrelevant
component with za1. After a global average pooling, an FC
layer, and softmax in T-Head, the output embedding Ẑ

′
b2 is

used for contrast learning with the embedding ta1 of Za1.
A similar cross-attention feature search procedure is con-
ducted between model2 and momentum model1. The loss
for cross-attention feature search can be calculated: Lct1 = −

(
t̂
′
b2 log (ta1) + t̂

′
a2 log (tb1)

)
Lct2 = −

(
t̂
′
b1 log (ta2) + t̂

′
a1 log (tb2)

) (7)

The T-Head of the momentum model cannot be updated
if there is only the feature search loss for T-Head. Therefore,
self-distillation is also conducted between T-Head embed-
dings (Eq. (3)) to enable the updating of T-Head and provide
more stable training. The cross-distillation loss for each
model is the sum of the contrastive losses of the MLP-Head
and T-Head: {

Lcross1 = Lcm1 + Lct1

Lcross2 = Lcm2 + Lct2
(8)

The overall loss for each model is the weighted sum of
self-distillation loss and cross-distillation loss:{

L1 = Lself1 + λ1Lcross1

L2 = Lself2 + λ2Lcross2
(9)

where 0≤λ1≤1 and 0≤λ2≤1 are hyper-parameters and
denote the weight of the cross-distillation loss of model1 and
model2, respectively.

3.4. Implementation Details

Training Procedure. In MOKD, two models are trained co-
operatively. Algorithm 1 summarizes the training procedure
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Algorithm 1 PyTorch-Style Pseudocode of MOKD.

# n1, n1_, n2, n2_: nets and momentum nets
# t1_, t2_: T-Heads of momentum nets
# l: network momentum rates
n1_.params, n2_.params = n1.params, n2.params
for x in loader: # load a minibatch x with n samples

xa, xb = augment(x), augment(x) # random views
# net1 and momentum net1 output
[ma1,ta1,Za1], [mb1,tb1,Zb1] = n1(xa), n1(xb)
[ma1_,ta1_,Za1_], [mb1_,tb1_,Zb1_] = n1_(xa),n1_(xb)

# net2 and momentum net2 output
[ma2,ta2,Za2], [mb2,tb2,Zb2] = n2(xa), n2(xb)
[ma2_,ta2_,Za2_], [mb2_,tb2_,Zb2_] = n2_(xa),n2_(xb)

# cross-attention feature search
tb1_s, ta1_s = t1_(Za2, Zb1_), t1_(Zb2, Za1_)
tb2_s, ta2_s = t2_(Za1, Zb2_), t2_(Zb1, Za2_)

# self-distillation loss
loss_sm1 = H(mb1_,ma1)/2 + H(ma1_,mb1)/2
loss_sm2 = H(mb2_,ma2)/2 + H(ma2_,mb2)/2
loss_st1 = H(tb1_,ta1)/2 + H(ta1_,tb1)/2
loss_st2 = H(tb2_,ta2)/2 + H(ta2_,tb2)/2

# cross-distillation loss
loss_cm1 = H(mb2_,ma1)/2 + H(ma2_,mb1)/2
loss_cm2 = H(mb1_,ma2)/2 + H(ma1_,mb2)/2
loss_it1 = H(tb2_s,ta1)/2 + H(ta2_s,tb1)/2
loss_it2 = H(tb1_s,ta2)/2 + H(ta1_s,tb2)/2

# total loss
loss1 = (loss_sm1 + loss_st1) + lamda1 * (loss_cm1 +
loss_ct1)

loss2 = (loss_sm2 + loss_st2) + lamda2 * (loss_cm2 +
loss_ct2)

# back-propagate
loss1.backward(), loss2.backward()

# nets update
update(n1), update(n2)
n1_.params = l*n1.params + (1-l)*n1.params
n2_.params = l*n2.params + (1-l)*n2.params

def H(t, s):
return - (t * log(s)).sum(dim=1).mean()

of MOKD. The SGD and AdamW [35] optimizers are used
for CNN and ViT, respectively.
Projection Head. MLP-Head consists of a four-layer MLP
with the same architecture as DINO [5]. T-Head consists of 3
transformer blocks with the same architecture as ViT-Small
[13] and an FC layer for projection. The output dimension
of the two heads is K=65536.

4. Experiments
In this section, we conduct comprehensive experiments

to evaluate the effectiveness of MOKD. Different sizes of
CNNs and vision transformers are used as encoders. Het-
erogeneous and homogeneous models are evaluated. For
heterogeneous MOKD, a ResNet [23] and a ViT [13] are
used. Specifically, ResNet101 (R101)/ResNet50 (R50) is
used for CNN, and ViT-Base (ViT-B)/ViT-Small (ViT-S) is
used for vision transformer. For homogeneous MOKD, two
CNNs or two ViTs are used. For two CNNs, R101/R50 is

k-NN Linear Probing
Backbone Independent MOKD Independent MOKD

Net1 Net2 Net1 Net2 Net1 Net2 Net1 Net2 Net1 Net2
R50 ViT-S 62.8 69.9 67.1 70.8 72.1 73.8 74.1 74.4
R50 ViT-B 62.8 73.6 70.6 75.2 72.1 77.0 75.6 78.0
R101 ViT-S 66.9 69.9 68.3 70.7 74.6 73.8 75.0 74.7
R101 ViT-B 66.9 73.6 68.5 74.7 74.6 77.0 75.2 77.5
R50 R34 62.8 60.6 62.9 61.2 72.1 66.5 72.3 67.0
R50 R18 62.8 53.2 62.7 57.1 72.1 61.2 72.0 63.4
R101 R34 66.9 60.6 66.9 61.7 74.6 66.5 74.7 67.6
R101 R18 66.9 53.2 66.7 57.4 74.6 61.2 74.5 63.6
R50 R50 62.8 62.8 63.0 63.1 72.1 72.1 72.4 72.4
R18 R18 53.2 53.2 53.4 53.4 61.2 61.2 61.3 61.4
ViT-S ViT-T 69.9 59.9 70.6 62.1 73.8 63.8 74.2 64.3
ViT-S ViT-S 69.9 69.9 70.5 70.4 73.8 73.8 74.3 74.2

Table 1. k-NN and linear probing accuracy (%) on ImageNet.

used for the larger model, ResNet34 (R34)/ResNet18 (R18)
is used for the smaller model. For two ViTs, ViT-S and
ViT-Tiny (ViT-T) are used. In addition, we also conduct
experiments for two models have the same architecture, in-
cluding R50, R18, and ViT-S. All models are trained on the
ImageNet [41] training set. Without a specific statement, the
default setting is 256 batch size and 100 epochs. We follow
most hyper-parameters settings of DINO [5]. More details
for experiments can be found in Supplementary Material.

4.1. Experiments on ImageNet

After pre-training, the k-NN and linear probing are em-
ployed to evaluate the representation performance. For linear
probing, a linear classifier added to the frozen backbone is
trained for 100 epochs [21]. The top-1 accuracy on the
validation set is adopted as the evaluation metric.
k-NN and Linear Probing Accuracy. MOKD is compared
with the baseline which two models are trained indepen-
dently using DINO [5]. The results are shown in Tab. 1. For
heterogeneous models (ResNet-ViT), MOKD significantly
improves the performance of two models compared with
models that are trained independently. For example, with
R50-ViT-B, the linear probing accuracy of the two mod-
els improves by 3.5% (from 72.1% to 75.6%) and 1.0%
(from 77.0% to 78.0%), respectively. With homogeneous
models (two ResNets and two ViTs), MOKD improves the
performance of the smaller model with a large margin. The
experimental results demonstrate that MOKD can effectively
transfer knowledge between different models to boost the
representation performance.
Compared with SSL Methods. The performance of MOKD
for different models is compared with other outstanding SSL
methods. Most contrastive learning methods conduct experi-
ments using R50, and several methods use ViT-S and ViT-B.
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Method Backbone BS Epoch k-NN LP
SimCLR [8] R50 4096 1000 - 69.3
BYOL [18] R50 4096 1000 66.9 74.3
SwAV [4] R50 4096 800 - 75.3
MoCo-v2 [10] R50 256 200 55.6 67.5
SimSiam [11] R50 256 200 - 70.0
MSF [29] R50 256 200 64.9 72.4
NNCLR [14] R50 4096 200 - 70.7
Triplet [48] R50 832 200 - 74.1
Barlow Twins [55] R50 2048 1000 - 73.2
OBoW [17] R50 256 200 - 73.8
AdCo [27] R50 256 200 - 73.2
MoCo-v3 [12] R50 4096 300 - 72.8
UniVIP [32] R50 4096 200 - 73.1
HCSC [20] R50 256 200 - 73.3
DINO [5] R50 4080 800 67.5 75.3
MOKD (R50-ViT-B) R50 256 100 70.6 75.6
SimCLR [8] ViT-S 4096 300 - 69.0
BYOL [18] ViT-S 1024 300 66.6 71.4
SwAV [4] ViT-S 1024 300 64.7 71.8
MoCo-v3 [12] ViT-S 4096 300 - 72.5
DINO [5] ViT-S 256 100 69.9 73.8
DINO [5] ViT-S 256 200 72.8 75.9
MOKD (R50-ViT-S) ViT-S 256 100 70.8 74.4
MOKD (R50-ViT-S) ViT-S 256 200 73.1 76.3
MoCo-v3 [12] ViT-B 4096 300 - 76.5
DINO [5] ViT-B 256 100 73.6 77.0
DINO [5] ViT-B 256 200 75.1 77.7
MOKD (R50-ViT-B) ViT-B 256 100 75.2 78.0
MOKD (R50-ViT-B) ViT-B 256 200 76.0 78.4

Table 2. Comparison of MOKD and SSL methods on ImageNet
using k-NN and linear probing (LP) accuracy. Bold font indicates
the best results. BS denotes batch size.

Method R50 R34 R50 R18 R101 R34 R101 R18
Supervised 76.2 75.0 76.2 72.1 77.0 75.0 77.0 72.1
SEED [15] 67.4 58.5 67.4 57.6 70.3 61.6 70.3 58.9
ReKD [58] - - 67.6 59.6 - - 69.7 59.7
MCL [53] 61.8 55.0 59.5 51.4 62.8 55.6 60.8 51.8
DisCo [16] 67.4 62.5 67.4 60.6 69.1 64.4 69.1 62.3
MOKD 72.3 67.0 72.0 63.4 74.7 67.6 74.5 63.6

Table 3. Comparison of MOKD and SSL-KD methods on ImageNet
using the linear probing accuracy.

Thus, we compare the performance of the three models. As
shown in Tab. 2, MOKD achieves the best performance for
R50, ViT-S, and ViT-B.
Compared with SSL-KD Methods. MOKD is also com-
pared with other SSL-KD methods, including SEED [15],
ReKD [58], MCL [53], and DisCo [16]. Following SEED
and DisCo, R101 and R50 are used as the larger model

1% 10%
Backbone Independent MOKD Independent MOKD

Net1 Net2 Net1 Net2 Net1 Net2 Net1 Net2 Net1 Net2
R50 ViT-S 49.5 44.6 53.8 44.9 67.3 67.8 68.7 68.2
R50 ViT-B 49.5 57.1 57.2 58.3 67.3 73.4 70.2 74.3
R101 ViT-S 54.8 44.6 56.9 44.8 70.7 67.8 71.0 68.8
R101 ViT-B 54.8 57.1 57.1 63.9 70.7 73.4 71.0 74.7
R50 R34 49.5 44.5 49.8 46.1 67.3 62.9 67.3 63.5
R50 R18 49.5 35.8 50.0 40.8 67.3 56.0 67.3 56.7
R101 R34 54.8 44.5 54.8 47.0 70.7 62.9 70.8 63.7
R101 R18 54.8 35.8 54.9 41.4 70.7 56.0 70.7 56.8
R50 R50 49.5 49.5 50.1 49.8 67.3 67.3 67.6 67.4
R18 R18 35.8 35.8 36.5 36.4 56.0 56.0 56.3 56.3
ViT-S ViT-T 44.6 19.2 44.9 20.0 67.8 55.2 68.2 55.8
ViT-S ViT-S 44.6 44.6 44.8 44.7 67.8 67.8 68.3 68.3

Table 4. Semi-supervised learning on ImageNet subset. The top-1
accuracy is reported.

(or teacher model), and R34 and R18 are employed as the
smaller model (or student model). The linear probing accu-
racy is reported. The results are shown in Tab. 3. MOKD
achieves the best performance for all models, outperforming
the state-of-the-art method DisCo. For example, with R50-
R34, MOKD achieves 67.0% for R34, which outperforms
DisCo by a margin of 4.5%.

4.2. Semi-Supervised Learning

In this part, we evaluate the performance of MOKD under
the semi-supervised setting. Specifically, we use the 1% and
10% subsets [9] of the ImageNet [41] training set for fine-
tuning, which follows the semi-supervised protocol in [8].
Models are fine-tuned with 1024 batch size for 60 epochs
and 30 epochs on 1% and 10% subsets, respectively. The
top-1 accuracy is employed. The results are reported in
Tab. 4. Fine-tuning using 1% and 10% training data, MOKD
improves the performance of the two models with a large
margin compared with the models pre-trained independently.

4.3. Transfer to Cifar10/Cifar100

We further fine-tune the pre-trained models on Cifar10
and Cifar100 [30] datasets to analyze the generalization of
representations obtained by MOKD. The models are fine-
tuned with 1024 batch size for 100 epochs. The top-1 accu-
racy is employed. As shown in Tab. 5, MOKD surpasses the
independently pre-training baseline with different models on
both Cifar10 and Cifar100. This experiment shows the good
generalization ability of MOKD.

4.4. Transfer to Detection and Segmentation

In this part, we evaluate the representation of MOKD on
dense prediction tasks, i.e., object detection and instance
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Cifar10 Cifar100
Backbone Independent MOKD Independent MOKD

Net1 Net2 Net1 Net2 Net1 Net2 Net1 Net2 Net1 Net2
R50 ViT-S 97.3 98.6 97.6 98.7 85.3 88.8 86.2 88.9
R50 ViT-B 97.3 98.8 97.6 99.2 85.3 91.0 85.6 91.3
R101 ViT-S 98.2 98.6 98.4 98.8 87.6 88.8 87.8 89.0
R101 ViT-B 98.2 98.8 98.3 99.0 87.6 91.0 87.8 91.4
R50 R34 97.3 97.0 97.5 97.2 85.3 83.3 85.0 83.7
R50 R18 97.3 95.6 97.5 96.1 85.3 80.2 85.2 81.1
R101 R34 98.2 97.0 98.3 97.3 87.6 83.3 87.6 83.9
R101 R18 98.2 95.6 98.1 96.0 87.6 80.2 87.3 80.8
R50 R50 97.3 97.3 97.7 97.6 85.3 85.3 85.6 85.4
R18 R18 95.6 95.6 95.9 95.8 80.2 80.2 80.6 80.6
ViT-S ViT-T 98.6 97.2 98.7 97.4 88.8 84.1 89.0 84.4
ViT-S ViT-S 98.6 98.6 98.7 98.7 88.8 88.8 89.0 88.9

Table 5. Tranfer learning on Cifar10 and Cifar100. The top-1
accuracy is reported.

Method Net1 Net2 Detection Segmentation
APb APb

50 APb
75 APs APs

50 APs
75

MoCov2 [10] - R34 38.1 56.8 40.7 33.0 53.2 35.3
DINO [5] - R34 39.6 58.6 42.5 34.2 55.3 36.4
SEED [15] R50 R34 38.4 57.0 41.0 33.3 53.2 35.3
MCL [53] R50 R34 39.5 58.4 42.5 34.1 55.3 36.4
DisCo [16] R50 R34 40.0 59.1 43.4 34.9 56.3 37.1
MOKD R50 R34 40.3 59.7 43.7 34.9 56.5 37.1
SEED [15] R101 R34 38.5 57.3 41.4 33.6 54.1 35.6
MCL [53] R101 R34 39.2 58.2 42.1 33.8 54.9 35.7
DisCo [16] R101 R34 40.0 59.1 43.2 34.7 55.9 37.4
MOKD R101 R34 40.3 59.3 43.5 34.8 56.2 36.9

Table 6. Object detection and instance segmentation on COCO
with R34 as backbone. C4-based Mask R-CNN [22] is adopted as
the detector.

segmentation, on MS COCO [33] datasets. We use the
train2017 set for training and evaluate on the val2017 set.
Following [15], C4-based Mask R-CNN [22] is used for
objection detection and instance segmentation on COCO.
And R34 is used as backbone, which is initialized by the
pre-trained models. Our implementation is based on detec-
tron2 [50]. The experimental results are shown in Tab. 6.
It can be seen that MOKD achieves the best performance,
which demonstrates that MOKD has good generalization
ability on dense prediction tasks.

4.5. Ablation Study

In this section, we analyze the influence of each compo-
nent in MOKD. The ImageNet100 dataset, which contains
100 randomly selected categories from ImageNet, is adopted
to speed up the training time. All models are trained on
the ImageNet100 training set with 256 batch size and 200

Lsm Lcm Lst Lct R50 ViT-S
✓ 87.0 80.3
✓ ✓ 87.2 82.6
✓ ✓ ✓ 87.7 83.5
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 88.3 84.6

Table 7. Influence of each loss term.

λ1, λ2 0, 1 0.1, 1 0.5, 1 1, 1
R50, ViT-S 87.2, 83.1 88.3, 84.6 87.9, 84.5 87.4, 84.1
λ1, λ2 0.1, 0 0.1, 0.1 0.1, 0.5 0.1, 1

R50, ViT-S 87.4, 80.4 87.5, 81.3 87.9, 83.1 88.3, 84.6

Table 8. Influence of cross-distillation loss weights.

Methods Independent MOKD Independent
k-NN 62.8, 69.9 67.1, 70.8 67.5, 70.8

Consistency 0.871 0.901 0.900

Table 9. Prediction consistency between two models.

epochs and tested on the validation set. The linear probing
top-1 accuracy is employed as the evaluation metric.

Effectiveness of Each Loss Term. There are four loss terms
for each model in MOKD, i.e., Lsm, Lst, Lcm, and Lct in
Eq. (2), Eq. (3), Eq. (5), and Eq. (7), respectively. We use
R50-ViT-S to analyze the influence of each loss term. The
results are shown in Tab. 7. Note that the result with only
Lsm is the DINO [5] baseline that trains the two models
independently. With the addition of Lcm, Lst, and Lct, the
performance improves gradually, which indicates that self-
distillation and cross-distillation of MLP-head and T-Head
can benefit the representation performance of MOKD.

Influence of λ1 and λ2. λ1 and λ2 in Eq. (9) are the
weights of cross-distillation loss of model1 and model2,
respectively. Tab. 8 shows the results. As shown in the first
row, when λ2 = 1 for ViT-S, the performance of R50 get
worse with the increase of λ1, which indicates that it is better
to set a small value for the model with better performance.
When λ1=0, R50 is trained without cross-distillation and
achieves insignificant improvement, which indicates that
cross-distillation is essential for the model with better per-
formance. As shown in the third row, when λ1 = 0.1 for
R50, the performance of ViT-S improves with the increase
of λ2, which demonstrates that paying more emphasis on
cross-distillation is beneficial to the model with inferior per-
formance. In this study, λ1 and λ2 are set to 1 and 0.1 for
the larger and smaller models, respectively. While for model
pairs with the same backbone, λ1 and λ2 are both set to 1.
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4.6. Visualization and Analysis

Does MOKD Makes Models More Similar? In this part,
we analyze the representations learned by MOKD. First, we
analyze if representations of two models trained by MOKD
tend to be more similar. To this end, the fraction of samples
that two model pairs make the same prediction is calculated.
The R50-ViT-S configuration, which is pre-trained on Ima-
geNet, is employed, and k-NN is applied on ImageNet100.
As shown in Tab. 9, the prediction consistency rate of MOKD
increases compared to the result of independent training in
the second column. However, this increase is mainly caused
by the performance improvement of the two models com-
pared to the consistency rate in the last column, which is
obtained by replacing the R50 model trained by MOKD with
an R50 model with relative accuracy trained by DINO. The
results verify that there is no significant tendency for repre-
sentations of two models trained by MOKD to become more
similar. Fig. 4 visualizes the feature distributions of the two
models trained by MOKD. The two models show different
feature distributions, which further verifies that MOKD does
not make models more similar. More results can be found in
Fig. S1 in Supplementary Material.
What Knowledge Is Learned in MOKD? We investigate
the characteristic of features on each layer to analyze the
difference between models trained independently and trained
by MOKD. Specifically, we calculate the mean attention
distance (MAD) [13] for ViT models. For CNN models,
a similar average distance can also be calculated on the
feature map based on its self-attention weights. As shown in
Fig. 5(a)(b), we found that the MAD on deep layers (layer
10-12) of the ViT-S model trained by MOKD (with R50)
decreased compared to those of the ViT-S model trained
independently, which indicates that the ViT-S model trained
by MOKD turns to be more “local" on deep layers. The
opposite phenomenon can be seen on ResNets. As shown
in Fig. 5(c)(d), the MAD on each layer of ResNet models
trained by MOKD (with ViTs) increase compared to those
of ResNet models trained independently, which indicates
that ResNet models trained by MOKD (with ViTs) turn to
be more “global". However, this phenomenon is not shown
in two ResNet models trained by MOKD. That is, through
MOKD, two heterogeneous models absorb knowledge from
each other, i.e., ViT model learns more locality while CNN
model learns more global information. More results can be
found in Fig. S2 in Supplementary Material.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we propose the MOKD method, where
two different models learn collaboratively through self-
distillation and cross-distillation in a self-supervised man-
ner. Extensive experiments on different backbones and tasks
demonstrate that MOKD can boost the feature representation

R50
ViT-S

(a) Independent (R50-ViT-S).

R50
ViT-S

(b) MOKD (R50-ViT-S).

Figure 4. T-SNE [46] visualization of feature distributions on Ima-
geNet100. Ten categories (shown in different colors) are randomly
selected for better visualization.
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(a) ViT-S trained independently.
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(b) ViT-S trained by MOKD.
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(c) R50 models.
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Figure 5. Mean attention distances [13] of different models.

performance of different models. It achieves state-of-the-
art performance for self-supervised knowledge distillation.
We hope this study could inspire boosting representation
learning performance via knowledge interaction between
heterogeneous models.

As an online knowledge distillation method, the main
limitation of MOKD is that the larger model needs to be re-
peatedly trained for different smaller models, which requires
more computation cost than offline knowledge distillation.
How to design an efficient MOKD can be further studied. For
example, introducing efficient fine-tuning methods [25, 28]
into MOKD may be a possible future study to realize effi-
cient MOKD.
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